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Council Agenda Information 
 COTW Click here to enter a date.    Regular Council July 20, 2020

Date: July 9, 2020 File No. 6610-30-GPU

Submitted by: Chris Osborne, Long Range Planning & Sustainability

Subject: Housing Growth Review Project Update

Purpose / Introduction
This report updates Council on the status of the Housing Growth Review discussions at the June 30 Commit-
tee of the Whole meeting with a proposed process change to expedite the proposed removal of the “estate” 
designation within Quinsam Heights ahead of a determination of the Urban Containment Boundary position.  
Should Council wish to take this option, it may further give first and second readings to the attached bylaw.  If 
Council does not wish to take this option, it should simply receive this report for information and staff will pro-
ceed as previously set out at the June 30 CoW meeting.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Recommended Resolutions

THAT the Long Range Planning & Sustainability Department’s July 9, 2020 report entitled “Housing Growth 
Review Project Update” be received for information.

THAT Council endorses proceeding with Option 1 to expedite a decision on the proposed removal of the 
estate designation from Quinsam Heights as set out in Long Range Planning & Sustainability Department’s 
July 9, 2020 report regarding Housing Growth Review Project Update.

 And if Option 1 is chosen:

THAT OCP Amendment Bylaw 3785, 2020 is given First and Second Reading 

AND THAT with consideration to the requirements of Local Government Act sections 475 & 476, staff be 
directed to carry out appropriate public consultation and subsequently arrange a formal Public Hearing.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Background
On June 30 2020 Council was provided with a revised timeline for the housing growth project following disrup-
tions from COVID-19.  It is understood that Council would like to expedite the reconciliation between the OCP 
and zoning bylaw as soon as possible.  Based on Council feedback, the following presents a change to the 
process that would split the project into two parts, and expedite the policy direction within Quinsam Heights 
ahead of a decision on the Urban Containment Boundary (UCB).

Discussion
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Council has indicated initial support for proposing removal of the Quinsam “Estate” designation from the Official 
Community Plan, pending public consultation.  This concept was explored at the February 24 CoW meeting: 
(resolution cw20-0033 “ … THAT the removal of the Official Community Plan “Estate” designation within Quins-
am Heights is presented as a proposed option for future public consultation”.  

While the issues of expanding the UCB and resolving the policy direction within Quinsam Heights are inter-
linked, it is possible to deal with them consecutively, rather than as a single package.  This approach, while 
involving two overlapping processes rather than a single process addressing the issues together, will provide 
clarity for developers/property owners within Quinsam Heights sooner.

Regardless of whether the UCB is adjusted, there remains a need to resolve the OCP and Zoning Bylaw mis-
match.  Further, it is clear that there will continue to be development pressure within Quinsam Heights which 
remains by far the largest area within the UCB where significant development potential lies.  The direction 
determined for Quinsam will therefore establish how much pressure or otherwise there may be to expand the 
UCB, but crucially, does not necessarily depend on the UCB.

The housing market assessment by Dillon Consulting presented to Council at the June 30 CoW, identified that 
by promoting infill policies that:

1) make more efficient use of land through a variety of housing typologies and establishing minimum 
densities; and 

2) incentivize development, or reduce onerous requirements that represent high developer cost for lim-
ited public benefit, the City is able to meet market demand for the next ten years without expanding 
the UCB.

It should be noted that the City does not have to meet market demand in full, but should be prepared to deploy 
other tools and policies to ensure affordability in the face of average price rises as a result of demand in excess 
of supply.  While the laws of supply and demand apply, they are not the only determining factor for local house 
prices; nor is price the sole policy objective.  This question applies more appositely however to the question of 
if (and if so, where) the UCB should be expanded.

Infrastructure assessments currently being completed are primarily designed to:

•	 Highlight any challenges or system upgrades associated with infill development; 

•	 Outline ease/difficulty of servicing potential new greenfield development areas along with upgrades trig-
gered to existing systems; and

•	 Adjudicate between potential UCB expansion locations.

The infrastructure constraints within Quinsam Heights are relatively well-known, if poorly quantified in some 
instances; namely storm drainage and a largely unimproved road network.  The findings of the infrastructure 
reports will therefore help the City and developers to understand what needs to be done to realize the full infill 
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potential of the area, if that is deemed a desirable outcome.  While consideration of this issue in tandem with 
the UCB issue is desirable, it is not essential.  It is important to note that this OCP change alone does not auto-
matically permit a landowner to go ahead and do anything more than what is currently allowed without making 
an application to the City.  Submission of a subdivision, rezoning or development permit application is still re-
quired for significant development proposals, which provides an opportunity for infrastructure capacity and as-
sociated development design to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis until a more comprehensive regulatory 
structure is in place.  In this way, advancing this OCP amendment does not necessarily pre-judge the findings 
of the infrastructure servicing studies, or subsequent policy/bylaw amendments.

Quinsam Heights

Following the OCP change in 2017 to reorganize the boundaries of the “Estate” designation and provide clear-
er accompanying policy, attempts to bring the zoning bylaw into line with the new direction did not come to frui-
tion.  This was explored at the February 25, 2020 CoW meeting culminating in a recommendation that the OCP 
should be revisited, rather than the zoning bylaw.  Staff advised that attempting simply to redraw the bound-
aries of the “Estate” designation would be unlikely to resolve the issue and that its complete removal should 
instead be contemplated.  For reference this CoW report can be accessed here

There is more to establishing housing policy within Quinsam Heights than merely excising the “Estate” desig-
nation from the OCP, but it is the proposed starting point, and a significant change.  Removal of the Estate des-
ignation does not force any property owner to subdivide but it sets the stage for future development.  Council 
can subsequently decide on the extent to which it wishes to define, regulate and facilitate infill development in 
the area, secure in the knowledge that a fundamental mismatch between policy and regulation no longer ex-
ists, and with the benefit of completed infrastructure studies.

This “first step” action is a relatively straightforward one.  If made, it would serve to reconcile immediately the 
problematic situation where the OCP prescribes a minimum lot size that is larger than the zoning bylaw estab-
lishes.  Subsequently, the City can refine the approach by considering more detailed policies, OCP designa-
tions and zoning designations that promote infill and establish design criteria, perhaps for different locations 
within Quinsam Heights.  These details will necessarily be informed by the infrastructure reviews.

The City can also review bylaw requirements pertaining to such things as overhead wires, drainage solutions 
and road construction widths and standards, which can be costly to developers but which do not always deliver 
a corresponding community or environmental benefit.  These subsequent bylaw amendments will be proposed 
in any case and pursued through 2021 as resources and Council priorities allow.  Crucially, infill development 
proposals currently on hold would be able to progress and be determined on their merits.  Any proposals to al-
ter the UCB should remain on hold pending the completion of the Housing Growth Review, which will also rec-
ommend the approach to development proposals beyond the UCB, and the need to consider large rural-style 
lots and the City’s Agricultural Plan, given the likely continued erosion of larger lots within Quinsam Heights to 
accommodate infill development.

Process Change Option

The table below sets out the proposed process change as option 1, compared to the previous direction option 
2.  Splitting the Housing Growth Review into these two parts will not affect the technical work being carried out.  
Expediting the policy direction for Quinsam Heights may create a bottleneck in terms of public consultation and 
bylaw process that moves the second part relating to the UCB back by a couple of council meetings in order to 
accommodate public consultation although this is not necessarily inevitable, depending on when events can be 
scheduled.
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Option 1: Expedite Quinsam Heights Option 2: Keep as single package
An option to give initial readings to a simple 
OCP amendment bylaw, removing the “Es-
tate” designation within Quinsam Heights.  A 
second OCP amendment would follow that 
determines the position of the UCB and adds 
subsequent policy detail.

Maintain the policy direction for Quinsam 
Heights as a decision to be made in conjunc-
tion with a determination on the future position 
of the UCB.

Pros Cons Pros Cons
-Resolves principal 
OCP/Zoning conflict 
quickly

-Provides ability for 
on-hold OCP amend-
ment applications to 
proceed & provides 
clarity for property 
owners and develop-
ers

-Facilitates step-by-
step decision making

-Triggers two sepa-
rate and overlapping 
OCP amendment/
public consultation 
processes

-slightly less efficient; 
may cause small de-
lay to ultimate UCB 
determination.

-Less potential for 
confusion or mis-
matched public ex-
pectations

-Cleaner more effi-
cient process

-OCP/Zoning mis-
match takes longer to 
resolve

-more information to 
absorb/decisions to 
make within a single 
process

The revised timeline set out in Appendix A shows how option 1 can progress.  For reference, the previous time-
line associated with the current option 2 approach is provided in Appendix B. 

Public Consultation

Options to move or retain the UCB boundary position are a community-wide issue.  Broad public consultation 
is advised, which will seek input from residents and developers.  Policy within Quinsam Heights is still a com-
munity-wide issue but clearly the residents of Quinsam are more directly affected.  Bringing forward an OCP 
amendment to remove the estate designation within Quinsam should therefore target Quinsam Heights resi-
dents specifically but remain open for other community members to participate too.

Splitting the Housing Growth Review into two components will entail two separate public consultation process-
es.  These can overlap, so this does not necessarily imply a significant delay to the overall end point of the 
project, but careful planning and communication will be required to avoid confusion and keep the processes 
manageable.

A number of consultancy firms have software and experience in conducting online public engagement events.  
It is proposed to contract out the organization of these events, with City staff providing content and direction.  
Further, it is possible to hold physically-distanced in-person events with proper precautions and this can be 
considered too.  Should Council choose this option, staff would organize public consultation to take place in the 
first half of August, with a formal public hearing to take place shortly thereafter.  Consultation may take the form 
of three or four facilitated online workshops using a platform such as Bang the Table, each with 10-12 partici-
pants, and potentially a physically-distanced event in a gymnasium or similar location allowing for appropriate 
distancing.
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Options
Council may direct either:

Option 1: Bring forward an initial OCP amendment by giving the attached bylaw 3785, 2020 first/second 
reading and subsequent public consultation including targeted consultation within Quinsam Heights, 
followed by preparation of a second OCP amendment bylaw addressing the UCB and other details, as per 
Appendix A (recommended)

Option 2: Continue with the previous project plan to present Quinsam Heights policy and UCB together in a 
single OCP amendment bylaw in the fall, as per Appendix B.

Option 3: Provide alternative direction to staff (to be identified by Council)

Financial /Operational Considerations
Splitting the overall review into these two components would add a small overall cost to public consultation 
which can be absorbed within the project budget.  This is likely to be the order of $2,000 - $4,000.  Slightly more 
operational time would be needed to organize and manage two separate processes, but no additional technical 
work is required.

Communications 
No public communications are required at this time.

Conclusion
With developers within Quinsam Heights anxious to proceed following COVID-19 related delays, it is possible 
to split the Housing Growth Review into two components without significant additional expenditure or delay to 
the end point.  At the cost of needing to manage two separate but related OCP amendment processes involving 
public consultation, the high-level land use issue within Quinsam Heights can be addressed in the near future, 
with a decision on the position of the UCB following shortly thereafter, approximately as per the original timeline.

Should Council wish to follow the proposed process, it is able to give first and second readings to Bylaw 3785, 
2020 attached in Appendix C and proceed to seek public input through a consultation process, followed by a 
statutory public hearing.  The bylaw does not remove the concept of the “Estate” designation and accompanying 
text from the OCP entirely, it merely re-designates all the “Estate” properties on the Proposed Land Use Maps 
to the “Neighbourhood” designation.  The result is that there will be no current properties under this designation, 
but it nonetheless remains available to use in the future.  It may subsequently be applied with modifications to 
other areas, including outside of the UCB.  This will be explored in the subsequent determination of the UCB 
position and the policy for development outside the UCB.
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City of Campbell River 
A workbook for sharing feedback on residential 

development in the Quinsam Heights neighbourhood. 
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Agenda
Our agenda for this session is:

1. Introductions
2. Purpose of Session
3. Background
4. Discussion 
5. Summary and Next Steps

Purpose
Why are we here today?
The City of Campbell River is exploring new opportunities for residential development in the community. 
The neighbourhood of Quinsam Heights has been identified as a promising location for infill 
development, therefore the City is considering the amendment of restrictive policies to create legislative 
support for infill development. 
To accommodate additional residential units through infill, the City’s proposed first step is to remove 
the “Estate” designation in the Official Community Plan (OCP). Currently, this designation only applies 
within Quinsam Heights, as per the map below. As Quinsam Heights residents and developers, you are 
stakeholders in this process. The City has retained Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) to hold sessions to 
engage the community prior to the Public Hearing.  All comments, ideas and concerns expressed in this 
session will be recorded and summarized for Council. This does not preclude you from completing this 
workbook and/or making verbal or written comments at the public hearing. 

Background
What you need to know about Quinsam Heights and residential development
The City’s decision to explore infill residential development opportunities within the existing urban      
containment area and Quinsam Heights comes in part from the findings of the Housing Growth Study 
completed in 2019 by Dillon. The City is currently preparing a Housing Needs Assessment and options 
to update its housing policies. 
Some of the important findings are:

City of Campbell River Quinsam Heights Workbook | 1

The 2019 Housing Growth Study recommended that infill development within existing neighbourhoods 
be the first priority for development, and that the City should consider ways to encourage and 
incentivize infill development. Quinsam Heights was identified as the first priority for infill residential 
development. 

The city continues to grow at 
just over 1.1% per year for a 
population projection of 41,000 
in 2030

The average household size is 
2.3 persons

The vacancy rate of market 
rental units is 0.4% (BC 
provincial average in 2019 was 
1.5%),

50% of all new residential 
construction should be rental.

63.3% of the population is 
between the ages of 15 and 64

The Median household income 
in 2015 was $65,086

The Housing Growth study identified the need for 2,070 new housing units by 2030, and the draft 
Housing Needs Assessment Study identified the need for 1,000 market units by 2025 and over 600 
non-market and supportive housing units
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Your name and address are requested so that the City can ensure that the views of Quinsam 
Heights residents and owners are primarily represented in these workbooks. These will be 
separated from your responses in the workbook below, and not made public.

Name: 

Address: 

New Market Housing needed by 2025

350 Duplexes/Row Houses 350 Apartment units 300 Single Detached Homes

Considerations for  removing the “Estate” designation and encouraging infill development 
in Quinsam Heights

The concept of expanding the Urban Containment Boundary for new residential development is not 
impossible to consider. However, there is land in the urban area of Quinsam Heights that could be 
redeveloped at higher densities and meet the housing needs to at least 2025. 
The benefits of prioritizing development in existing neighbourhoods such as Quinsam Heights are that: 

There are servicing efficiencies as infrastructure (water, sewer, roads) already exist (but may 
need upgrading); 

The facilities, parks, schools and services exist; 

Transit service exists, and becomes more cost effective with greater populations; 

An additional number of Quinsam Heights residents can appreciate close proximity to the 
downtown. 

Due to the pre-existing infrastructure and services above, the cost of development in comparison to 
that of developing unserviced land is significantly less to taxpayers and developers, and allows for a 
greater mix of housing types.
The impacts of prioritizing development in existing neighbourhoods are that:

Change is not always welcomed by some residents

Fewer large lots and less space for wildlife or hobby farming

Increased levels of activity and traffic

The first step to allowing more infill development in Quinsam Heights is to remove the “Estate” 
designation from the OCP, which applies to about half of the neighbourhood area.  The discussion will 
also consider what other regulations may be required to ensure that the new development respects the 
character of the community. 

Richard Stephens, prinicpal, Highland Engineering Services Ltd.

Home 3905 Discovery Drive, Campbell River, Office 104-950 Alder Street, Campbell River
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Quinsam Heights Neighbourhood Map

Infill development and developing within the existing boundaries of the urban 
containment boundary is preferred to “greenfield” development, and expanding the 
urban containment boundary because:

• Infill development makes better use of existing infrastructure;

• Residents are closer to existing services;

• Compact development encourages walking and cycling rather than driving, 
improving the “green” features of the City;

• Efficiencies of operations and maintenance increase; and

• The City’s current public facilities, schools, parks and trails will be revitalized
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1. What is your connection to Quinsam Heights?  Do you:

2. What are the best qualities in Quinsam Heights? What makes this a great place to live? E.g.:  
Trees? Large lots? House types? Location within Campbell River?

3. What are your favorite places in Quinsam Heights and what do you want to preserve in the 
neighbourhood?

4. Do you think that housing affordability is an issue in Campbell River?

Discussion Guide
Let’s get started!
The following guide has been developed for the facilitated dialogue but can be completed “offline” by 
anyone.  Your participation and responses to these questions will help the City determine its approach 
to the OCP amendment (to remove the “Estate” designation).  It will also inform the City of what other 
policies and regulations should be considered to protect the character of Quinsam Heights, while 
fulfilling the goals of encouraging a wide variety of new residential development. 

Live here, 

Own property here, 

Want to develop here,

Live next to Quinsam Heights

Other (please explain): 

Strongly Agree Agree  Strongly Disagree DisagreeDon’t know  

Comments:

Proximity to the urban, developed area of Campbell River, access to the freeway and to recreational facilities
and destinations

The ERT connection to the Beaver Lodge Lands, other than that there is nothing particularly unique in the
area.

While our prices are lionked to those towns and cities to the south we are significantly less than the Courtenay-
Comox area. Limiting supply and topology of housing will close that gap.

Agent/Consultant for landowners and developers in Quinsam Heights
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5. Do you think that infill housing can be a good way to create more housing options for local 
residents? 

6. What and where do you see opportunities to create infill development in Quinsam Heights?

7. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what opportunities do you see?

8. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what would your concerns be?

This is the best solution, otherwise people will be looking at alternate and affordable locations outside of the
city UCB, or in other communities or driving up prices due to limited supply.

Everywhere, there are no limits except for the issues with road access (a city issue to resolve) and drainage (also
the city needs to provide better direction than they do now).

More development without this artifical constraint that did not work at all. Would like to see a mix of housing
types and more walk-up small scale commercial opportunities that are not fast food or convenience store uses.

There are a number of technical issues to be resolved with the ongoing flooding in the lower Nunn's Creek
basin. These need to be addressed in the context of sea-level rise as well as the increased run off from
development.
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9. What kind of residential development would you support in Quinsam Heights?  Select all options 
that appeal from the table below. 

Add any explanations to your answer here: 

10. If you own your property, would consider subdividing your lot?

11. If infill development occurs in Quinsam Heights, what controls or regulations should be required to 
retain elements of community character? (Check all that apply)

Location

Anywhere subject 
to good site design 
and access

Only adjacent to 
main roads (e.g. 
Petersen, Willis)

Only in other 
limited and 
specified areas

Nowhere 
in Quinsam 
Heights

Duplexes

Row Housing

Secondary Suites & 
Carriage Homes

Medium 
apartments (up to 
4 storeys)

De
ve

lo
pm

en
t T

yp
e

Height restrictions? 

Landscaping?      

Building material guidelines? 

House design guidelines?        

Front garage restrictions?       

Policies to protect privacy?

Others (Please specify): 

Of course! This question is a bit misleading. When it comes time to sell the land that you own, why would
you accept a value that will be less due to an artificial constraint put on it by the city that really did not deliver
what it was supposed to due to a host of factors, the primary one being that the land area to be protected under
an Estate designation is too small in scale to deliver a truly "rural" experience. If you are wealthy, you can
afford to buy 2-5 acres and run a few horses on it, but is this a sustainable use in the long term in this area? No.
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12. Other comments, concerns, ideas and suggestions.

Summary and Next Steps
Thank you for participating! 
A summary report will be prepared and submitted to the City of Campbell River and will be included 
in the Public Hearing package for Council.  The Public Hearing date is anticipated to be scheduled for 
September 2020.  Once the public hearing date is announced you can provide additional comments in 
writing to the City Council.

From Item 10 above.
The City should not be restricting the use of land in the Quinsam Area to those few people that can afford to
buy the larger lots and build mega-mansions. Intensively developing the land to its maximum potential,
whatever it is, brings more taxes and more services to this community.

A timely resolution is required, this issue has been recognized from the first day the current OCP was passed.
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1. What is your connection to Quinsam Heights?  Do you:

2. What are the best qualities in Quinsam Heights? What makes this a great place to live? E.g.:  
Trees? Large lots? House types? Location within Campbell River?

3. What are your favorite places in Quinsam Heights and what do you want to preserve in the 
neighbourhood?

4. Do you think that housing affordability is an issue in Campbell River?

Discussion Guide
Let’s get started!
The following guide has been developed for the facilitated dialogue but can be completed “offline” by 
anyone.  Your participation and responses to these questions will help the City determine its approach 
to the OCP amendment (to remove the “Estate” designation).  It will also inform the City of what other 
policies and regulations should be considered to protect the character of Quinsam Heights, while 
fulfilling the goals of encouraging a wide variety of new residential development. 

Live here, 

Own property here, 

Want to develop here,

Live next to Quinsam Heights

Other (please explain): 

Strongly Agree Agree  Strongly Disagree DisagreeDon’t know  

Comments:

I grew up in Willow Point and enjoyed that environment. However we moved to Quinsam Heights 4 years ago
and I really appreciate the value of this neighbourhood to CR. The large lots allow for green space that feels
more "relaxing" than the smaller lot neighbourhoods in Willow Point. The rural feel is very unique given that it
is situated in the urban containment area. Also, the location is ideal for accessing all parts of town, as well as
leaving town via Willis Road. I enjoy walking the neighbourhoods and seeing the small hobby farms.

Walworth Road right of way walking trail is a great feature that connects the entire neighbourhood. While I
recognize the importance of developing this road for future development of properties along that corridor it
will be a real loss to the pedestrian / bike travel in the area. It would be ideal to preserve this feature in some
way, and link it into other walking routes in the area.

Affordable rental housing is seriously lacking as are affordable starter homes.
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5. Do you think that infill housing can be a good way to create more housing options for local 
residents? 

6. What and where do you see opportunities to create infill development in Quinsam Heights?

7. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what opportunities do you see?

8. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what would your concerns be?

Yes, I do. As long as it's done in a controlled way that also allows for retention of larger lot parcels (no smaller
than 1 acre) that will help retain the rural feel of the area and greenspaces.

Along the Evergreen, Petersen and Willis corridors. Allow those lots to re-develop or subdivide for medium
density housing (patio homes, row homes). This keeps most of the traffic on the main roads rather than
funneling it into the roads that feed into those corridors.

Higher density development for properties with this designation along the main corridors (Willis, Petersen,
Evergreen).

Blanket removal of this designation implies that large lots are not valued in this neighbourhood. It seems that
the constraints that would be associated with that designation would be removed and there would be a surge
towards much higher density and subsequent loss of greenspace. Some of the only treed lots in the city are
found in this neighbourhood and trending towards small single family lots will quickly result in the loss of the
high environmental value trees.
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9. What kind of residential development would you support in Quinsam Heights?  Select all options 
that appeal from the table below. 

Add any explanations to your answer here: 

10. If you own your property, would consider subdividing your lot?

11. If infill development occurs in Quinsam Heights, what controls or regulations should be required to 
retain elements of community character? (Check all that apply)

Location

Anywhere subject 
to good site design 
and access

Only adjacent to 
main roads (e.g. 
Petersen, Willis)

Only in other 
limited and 
specified areas

Nowhere 
in Quinsam 
Heights

Duplexes

Row Housing

Secondary Suites & 
Carriage Homes

Medium 
apartments (up to 
4 storeys)

De
ve

lo
pm

en
t T

yp
e

Height restrictions? 

Landscaping?      

Building material guidelines? 

House design guidelines?        

Front garage restrictions?       

Policies to protect privacy?

Others (Please specify): 

Allowing suites and carriage homes on larger lots is a logical way to increase density but not reduce lot size.
Also increases rental properties, but require on site caretakers (i.e. can't rent unless the owner occupies the
primary residence). There can be greater creativity with lot layout and retention of vegetated areas in this
scenario (rather than a large scale small lot subdivision where mass clearing occurs). They also add value to
large lots that may encourage property owners to retain the properties rather than sell off to developers.

We own 3 properties in Quinsam Heights. One is located in Legacy Estates so is already at minimum size. The
other 2 are along Petersen Road and we are already considering re-development options for these, including
multiplexes or small lot strata subdivision.

Maintain adequate parking for number of vehicles. Too many vehicles parked on street.
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12. Other comments, concerns, ideas and suggestions.

Summary and Next Steps
Thank you for participating! 
A summary report will be prepared and submitted to the City of Campbell River and will be included 
in the Public Hearing package for Council.  The Public Hearing date is anticipated to be scheduled for 
September 2020.  Once the public hearing date is announced you can provide additional comments in 
writing to the City Council.

Provide incentives for retaining mature trees and xeriscaping.
A consolidated drainage management plan must be created for the Walworth Road development. This area
forms the headwaters of North Simms Creek and without thoughtful planning future development can have
negative impacts to the hydrology of the stream.
Allow multiple residences on large lots, with appropriate planning for parking and landscaping to maintain
pervious surfaces and reduce requirements for stormwater infrastructure. Limit the size of these residences to
maximize the number of people occupying per square meter (Build 3 x 1200 square foot homes instead of one
3600 sq ft home).
Re-visit the ISMP recommendations for this area, and update for current conditions. Stormwater management
is challenging in this area due to the topography and nature of the soils and creative / innovative solutions to
protect the Simms Creek and Nunns Creek watersheds must be considered.
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1. What is your connection to Quinsam Heights?  Do you:

2. What are the best qualities in Quinsam Heights? What makes this a great place to live? E.g.:  
Trees? Large lots? House types? Location within Campbell River?

3. What are your favorite places in Quinsam Heights and what do you want to preserve in the 
neighbourhood?

4. Do you think that housing affordability is an issue in Campbell River?

Discussion Guide
Let’s get started!
The following guide has been developed for the facilitated dialogue but can be completed “offline” by 
anyone.  Your participation and responses to these questions will help the City determine its approach 
to the OCP amendment (to remove the “Estate” designation).  It will also inform the City of what other 
policies and regulations should be considered to protect the character of Quinsam Heights, while 
fulfilling the goals of encouraging a wide variety of new residential development. 

Live here, 

Own property here, 

Want to develop here,

Live next to Quinsam Heights

Other (please explain): 

Strongly Agree Agree  Strongly Disagree DisagreeDon’t know  

Comments:

We fell in love with the Qunisam Heights area and purchased a property here in 2015. We were looking for 
acreage close to town and this is the only area of Campbell River where that exists.  We love our road because it 
is a quiet road with six 5 acre lots.  We love that the properties are large and there is lots of privacy due to the 
distance between us and what few neighbors we have.  We love the old growth trees; the space and the country 
feel while still having the convenience of town minutes from our door.  We have a great side road connecting 
us to Beaver Lodge Lands giving us access to lots of trails for walking our dogs and riding our horses.

Our favorite place in Quinsam heights is our home.  We have spent the last 5 years fighting to build the 
beautiful hobby farm that we have now working so hard to preserve the estate designation as we were told by 
the city that we needed to.  We had to sign a covenant stating that we could never sub-divide our property as it 
needed to stay as an estate. That seems like a waste of our time and money now that the city is wanting to take 
away the estate designation and allow subdivision of the big beautiful lots we are surrounded by.  We want to 
see the large lots preserved, nothing smaller than an acre or half an acre if large lots are subdivided. 

Yes affordability is a problem but more brand-new housing isn't going to help that.  Brand new apartments in 
Campbell River rent for over $1500 a month and brand-new homes go for over $500,000.  Those prices are not 
affordable for people and that's what is being suggested as infill for Quinsam Heights, more brand new 
expensive homes like all the ones already going up in Glen Eagle, Forrest Grove and Jubilee Heights. 
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5. Do you think that infill housing can be a good way to create more housing options for local 
residents? 

6. What and where do you see opportunities to create infill development in Quinsam Heights?

7. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what opportunities do you see?

8. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what would your concerns be?

No, we already have so much development happing around Campbell River, destroying the uniqueness of 
Quinsam Heights with subdivisions and high density housing is not the answer.
See more for Questions 4 and 5 below in question 12

The only place we would even consider infill development being suitable is off of main roads like Petersen and 
Willis.  Leave our little side roads alone! The absolute last thing we need is more traffic coming through our 
area. We are already scared to let our girls ride their horses out to the trail access point because they have 
almost been run off the road multiple times by people speeding and driving recklessly. We have seen dogs hit 
by cars and a child that ran into the street almost run over! People use Pinecrest road as a highway to get into 
Legacy estates, we have also witnessed people speeding down Shetland and Walworth roads, adding more 
housing in this area will only add more traffic to what should be quiet side roads and it will end up killing 
someone.

We don t see good opportunists only bad ones.  There is a 5 acre lot at the end of our road that we know the 
owners want to sell.  We see that being snapped up by a developer and a bunch of high-density housing being 
built.  We foresee increased traffic and noise on our quiet little road and huge disruptions to the lives of people 
that have spent a lot of time and money creating their estates.  It will decrease our property value and increase 
our taxes because the infrastructure to support high density housing will need to be upgraded and we will be 
the ones that have to pay for it. 

We have MANY concerns of which are listed above but in summary; Increased traffic and people using side 
roads as race tracks and highways to get past our large lots into their high-density neighborhoods (which 
already happens with Legacy Estates  we have been into the city to ask about having speed bumps installed 
and were told that that would never happen; Decreased property value when our home ends up being located 
on a busy road; Increases to our already high property taxes as we are forced to pay for infrastructure upgrades 
to support infill development; Loss of the large beautiful lots that make Quinsam Heights what it is; Loss of the 
unique quality of this area with its mix of acreages, large lots and smaller subdivisions.
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9. What kind of residential development would you support in Quinsam Heights?  Select all options 
that appeal from the table below. 

Add any explanations to your answer here: 

10. If you own your property, would consider subdividing your lot?

11. If infill development occurs in Quinsam Heights, what controls or regulations should be required to 
retain elements of community character? (Check all that apply)

Location

Anywhere subject 
to good site design 
and access

Only adjacent to 
main roads (e.g. 
Petersen, Willis)

Only in other 
limited and 
specified areas

Nowhere 
in Quinsam 
Heights

Duplexes

Row Housing

Secondary Suites & 
Carriage Homes

Medium 
apartments (up to 
4 storeys)

De
ve

lo
pm

en
t T

yp
e

Height restrictions? 

Landscaping?      

Building material guidelines? 

House design guidelines?        

Front garage restrictions?       

Policies to protect privacy?

Others (Please specify): 

Many people are looking for acreage or larger lots but still want to be in town, Quinsam Heights is the only 
area left where people can find that. The subdivision of large acreages into smaller 1 acre parcels to support 
more hobby farming is a great idea. Carriage homes and secondary suites or residences on the large lots that 
make up Quinsam heights are also a great option. There are already some duplexes along Petersen road and the 
addition of a few more along the major roads could be a viable option. 

We couldn't subdivide even if we wanted to, part of the challenge we faced when trying to re-zone our property 
to allow for a secondary residence were the conditions that the city placed on their re-zoning approval.  One of 
those conditions was a covenant that states we cannot ever subdivide our property. 

It should never happen
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12. Other comments, concerns, ideas and suggestions.

Summary and Next Steps
Thank you for participating! 
A summary report will be prepared and submitted to the City of Campbell River and will be included 
in the Public Hearing package for Council.  The Public Hearing date is anticipated to be scheduled for 
September 2020.  Once the public hearing date is announced you can provide additional comments in 
writing to the City Council.

More about Questions 4 and 5:
Allowing carriage homes and secondary residences in Quinsam Heights will increase affordability and access to 
housing.  We fought for years and spent a lot of time and money getting approval for a secondary residence for 
my aging parents to move into.  The city fought us so hard and made it nearly impossible to build the small 
secondary house my parents now live in.  There was so much red tape, so much cost and so much resistance 
from the city that we almost gave up. Making that process easier and more affordable for people is how you 
increased affordable housing in an already developed area like Quinsam Heights.  If people with large lots can 
add a secondary residence, a suite or a carriage home without all of the hassle we faced they could rent those 
out increasing access to affordable housing for the renters they choose and boosting their ability to afford more 
in terms of housing by having another income coming in. 

We really hope that the concerns of the people who call Quinsam Heights home is considered over the money 
being thrown at the city by developers wanting to get their hands on more property to build more housing and
make more of their millions.  We do well but we are not rich people everything we have we have worked hard 
for and we have spent the better part of the last 5 years building up our property into the hobby farm we call 
home. We will never move from our property and a huge draw was its quiet location so close to town. A 
subdivision at the end of our road or beside our home would have a huge negative impact on our lives and on 
what we have worked so hard for. 
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1. What is your connection to Quinsam Heights?  Do you:

2. What are the best qualities in Quinsam Heights? What makes this a great place to live? E.g.:  
Trees? Large lots? House types? Location within Campbell River?

3. What are your favorite places in Quinsam Heights and what do you want to preserve in the 
neighbourhood?

4. Do you think that housing affordability is an issue in Campbell River?

Discussion Guide
Let’s get started!
The following guide has been developed for the facilitated dialogue but can be completed “offline” by 
anyone.  Your participation and responses to these questions will help the City determine its approach 
to the OCP amendment (to remove the “Estate” designation).  It will also inform the City of what other 
policies and regulations should be considered to protect the character of Quinsam Heights, while 
fulfilling the goals of encouraging a wide variety of new residential development. 

Live here, 

Own property here, 

Want to develop here,

Live next to Quinsam Heights

Other (please explain): 

Strongly Agree Agree  Strongly Disagree DisagreeDon’t know  

Comments:

1) relatively quiet area with treed areas.
2) close to beaverlodge lands for walking, biking and other outdoor activities
3) very friendly and laid back lifestyle, even with the new development around us people we meet are all 
friendly and happy to be in the area.
4) close to downtown amenities, shopping, dining and recreation

The walking trails off Walworth and the ERT that lead into Beaverlodge. I want to preserve and enhance the 
walkabilty of the region.

The town needs more development that is geared toward lower income familys. This could include areas with 
lower ammentities(and lower cost) as well as areas with higher densities as long as they are balanced with 
appropriate green space. 
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5. Do you think that infill housing can be a good way to create more housing options for local 
residents? 

6. What and where do you see opportunities to create infill development in Quinsam Heights?

7. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what opportunities do you see?

8. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what would your concerns be?

Yes I do. It makes sense for the town to maximize the infrastructure they already have before building more. It 
also makes sense to contain the towns sprawl until its neccesary. 
Developers always prefer to build green field developments as they can then utilize economies of scale, but that 
is not always in the cities or the residents best interest.

Some of the larger properties as well as some of the older areas that could use some housing renewal. Some of 
the larger tracts of land like west of Walworth could be developed.
Along Willis also seems like an area that would make sense for higher densities ie apartments as the road 
network is there and planned to be pushed through to Dogwood.

I would see opportunties for the city to manage the development more effectively, right now it seems like its 
pretty adhock.
I would see more development of larger( 1/2 acre) or so parcels. this could retain the character of the area while 
allowing the densities to increase. The city could encorage this by making it more financially viable to develope 
larger lots.

That development proceeds too fast without the city upgrading the road network properly.
As well it would be a concern if they don't set aside enough park land/green space. Right now there is almost no 
parks in the Quinsam Heights and no developed ones. It hasn't been a concern so far, as we are surrounded by 
wooded private land to use, but that will change.
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9. What kind of residential development would you support in Quinsam Heights?  Select all options 
that appeal from the table below. 

Add any explanations to your answer here: 

10. If you own your property, would consider subdividing your lot?

11. If infill development occurs in Quinsam Heights, what controls or regulations should be required to 
retain elements of community character? (Check all that apply)

Location

Anywhere subject 
to good site design 
and access

Only adjacent to 
main roads (e.g. 
Petersen, Willis)

Only in other 
limited and 
specified areas

Nowhere 
in Quinsam 
Heights

Duplexes

Row Housing

Secondary Suites & 
Carriage Homes

Medium 
apartments (up to 
4 storeys)

De
ve

lo
pm

en
t T

yp
e

Height restrictions? 

Landscaping?      

Building material guidelines? 

House design guidelines?        

Front garage restrictions?       

Policies to protect privacy?

Others (Please specify): 

With the added densities of Row housing and apartments road access is crucial, so would be good to control 
where they would be. I don't have any problems with having a mix of different housing types as long as they 
make sense from a resident and city prospective.

I would at some point, but not in the immediate future.
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12. Other comments, concerns, ideas and suggestions.

Summary and Next Steps
Thank you for participating! 
A summary report will be prepared and submitted to the City of Campbell River and will be included 
in the Public Hearing package for Council.  The Public Hearing date is anticipated to be scheduled for 
September 2020.  Once the public hearing date is announced you can provide additional comments in 
writing to the City Council.

My wife and I have lived in Quinsam Heights since the early 80's. It has been a great place to live and raise our 
children. We have always appreciated that we lived just a few steps from outdoor activities and yet could be 
downtown in 5 minutes.
We understood when we moved to this area that over time it would change, and we have no problems with 
that. After all, if we love the area why wouldn't we welcome other families here to enjoy what we have. 
One of the arguments we have heard for years to why the Estate designation was needed, was to retain these 
large parcels of land for rural or farming land. I can only speak to my experience but our land has 20 inches of 
poor topsoil and lots of rocks. It is not farming land . We bought it as residential land and continue to use it 
that way.
 Could it be turned into farm land, I guess so, but so could the Tyee Plaza with enough topsoil brought in.
This has been an area the city really hasn't spent any energy or money on to fix the water issues or the road 
network. We understand that's its difficult to spend money in an area when there is no compelling immediate 
need to do so. We hope with a change to the plan for the area that those investments will start to be made. They 
are well needed, just with the development that has happened so far.
I believe the change suggested is a good first step that shouldn't be threatening to anyone that doesn't want to 
develope their property. 
It fixes the disconnect between the zoning and the OCP, and acknowledges the reality that the area has been 
under development for years.
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1. What is your connection to Quinsam Heights?  Do you:

2. What are the best qualities in Quinsam Heights? What makes this a great place to live? E.g.:  
Trees? Large lots? House types? Location within Campbell River?

3. What are your favorite places in Quinsam Heights and what do you want to preserve in the 
neighbourhood?

4. Do you think that housing affordability is an issue in Campbell River?

Discussion Guide
Let’s get started!
The following guide has been developed for the facilitated dialogue but can be completed “offline” by 
anyone.  Your participation and responses to these questions will help the City determine its approach 
to the OCP amendment (to remove the “Estate” designation).  It will also inform the City of what other 
policies and regulations should be considered to protect the character of Quinsam Heights, while 
fulfilling the goals of encouraging a wide variety of new residential development. 

Live here, 

Own property here, 

Want to develop here,

Live next to Quinsam Heights

Other (please explain): 

Strongly Agree Agree  Strongly Disagree DisagreeDon’t know  

Comments:

Large lots, acreages where horses can be kept. Close to amenities.

Our favourite place in Quinsam heights is our acreage on Evergreen road as well as the country feel created by 
having similar properties surrounding us. This we would like to preserve.

Compared to many other cities in B.C., Campbell River Housing is still reasonably affordable.
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5. Do you think that infill housing can be a good way to create more housing options for local 
residents? 

6. What and where do you see opportunities to create infill development in Quinsam Heights?

7. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what opportunities do you see?

8. If the “Estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what would your concerns be?

No, one of our neighbours just subdivided an acre off his 4 acre property and it cost a small fortune. The city 
fees are too high to consider doing this for most people, especially if they only have an acre or two.

larger undeveloped properties will eventually be subdivided, however, there needs to be more access roads built 
to handle the increase in traffic.

None for ourselves, we just built an expensive barn on our property and have no interest in subdividing. The 
cost to most landowners with smaller acreages is prohibitive.

Our concerns would be centered around traffic volume and access to the new developments. There are 
currently adequate access poinst to Quinsam Heights, with an increase in density, more roads will need to be 
built.
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9. What kind of residential development would you support in Quinsam Heights?  Select all options 
that appeal from the table below. 

Add any explanations to your answer here: 

10. If you own your property, would consider subdividing your lot?

11. If infill development occurs in Quinsam Heights, what controls or regulations should be required to 
retain elements of community character? (Check all that apply)

Location

Anywhere subject 
to good site design 
and access

Only adjacent to 
main roads (e.g. 
Petersen, Willis)

Only in other 
limited and 
specified areas

Nowhere 
in Quinsam 
Heights

Duplexes

Row Housing

Secondary Suites & 
Carriage Homes

Medium 
apartments (up to 
4 storeys)

De
ve

lo
pm

en
t T

yp
e

Height restrictions? 

Landscaping?      

Building material guidelines? 

House design guidelines?        

Front garage restrictions?       

Policies to protect privacy?

Others (Please specify): 

Currently, there are no structures in Quinsam Heights exceeding two stories.  Save the apartment buildings for 
areas that already have them.

No.
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12. Other comments, concerns, ideas and suggestions.

Summary and Next Steps
Thank you for participating! 
A summary report will be prepared and submitted to the City of Campbell River and will be included 
in the Public Hearing package for Council.  The Public Hearing date is anticipated to be scheduled for 
September 2020.  Once the public hearing date is announced you can provide additional comments in 
writing to the City Council.

This once peaceful rural neighbourhood is experiencing an erosion in that quality. Presently, Al and Son's 
Excavating are developing 7 lots directly facing our property. There is little we can do about this but it is 
disappointing and disheartening. We are slowly being swallowed up by urbanization, and it feels as if the city 
supports that.
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From: carrie jeune
To: Policy
Subject: Quinsam Heights - resident of 1820 Clerke Rd.
Date: August 25, 2020 5:31:07 PM
Attachments: City council 2017.docx

I am attaching the letter that I and my husband wrote to city council when we 1st learned of
the" Estate assignment to our property. 

  We are pleased that this issue is being revisited.  As stated in our letter 3 years ago, we
are/were devastated by this discovery!  
We truly hope that this Estate designation is taken away from our property.  

Please understand that this is our retirement plan and has been for over 27 years....  We are
people, people that pay our taxes and contribute to our community, a community that we
have taken pride is our entire lives.

Respectfully, Daryl & Carrie Jeune.
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From: Chuck DeSorcy <cdesorcy@telus.net> 
Date: October 20, 2020 at 10:45:20 AM PDT 
To: Andrew Adams <Andrew.Adams@campbellriver.ca> 
Subject: Re:  Urban Containment boundary input 

 
Mr Mayor 
It appears as if the council is continuing to gathering information to consider urban growth possibly 
outside the containment boundary as presented at the council meeting Tuesday Oct. 5 2020 
 
From that report:  
"File No. 6610-30-GPU 
Purpose / Introduction 
This report provides the latest technical report to Council as part of the Housing Growth Review. " 
 
and further from that report 
 
"As noted previously when Council received the Transportation analysis at the July 21 CoW 
meeting, it is important to base a land use decision on the package of relevant information and 
not on one piece in isolation. The findings of this drainage report will therefore be combined 
with the other components of the overall Housing Growth Review project to justify a holistic 
recommendation to Council regarding the City’s housing growth strategy for the next ten years. 
 
and again 
 
"Conclusion 
The stormwater drainage analysis is provided to Council for information only at this stage, as a 
discrete technical component of the overall Housing Growth Review. A holistic recommendation 
based on the set of technical reports will be forthcoming at a future Council meeting." 
 
Where is the higher level Environmental report to properly assess environmental diversity and to 
decide what to protect before it is paved over for housing?  This report should contain a high level 
environmental assessment that identifies Environmentally sensitive areas (ESA) so it can be removed 
from the housing land bank.  The Jubilee Fen is a perfect example of irreplaceable loss due to a poor 
process.  
Why are you using outdated 2005 ISMP's (15yrs old)?  In the last 15 years our community has changed, 
climate change is  more evident and a massive amount of data available.  The minimal environmental 
data in the ISMP is out of date and erroneous.  Also in reguards to the ISMP, they are detailed 
documents that include several cautions about impacts to streams if proper development 
protections initiated, and in a lot of cases the action was inadequate and our streams are suffering. 
 
This decision will have long term impacts on our natural beauty and the streams we are struggling to 
rehabilitate. They should be made with the most accurate and up to date information. 
 It would be fantastic if everyone could pull in the same direction for a Healthy Campbell River. 
 
Thanks for considering this 
Be Well 
Chuck 
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SUMMARY OF WORKBOOKS AND EMAILS  
RECEIVED TO DATE 

 
• 5 completed consultation workbooks were received 
• 3 emailed messages that addressed the issue were received 
• Of the eight responses:  

o 4 were in favour of removing the estate designation 
o 2 were against removing the estate designation  
o One was neither for, nor against, but voiced strong concern that environmental 

issues were not being examined thoroughly enough 
o One email contained a collection of statements from residents of the “Legacy 

Estates subdivision”, however its seems there was a misunderstanding of the 
purpose of the amendment: they believe the amendment would change the 
name of their subdivision 

 

CONSULTATION WORKBOOKS AND EMAILS: 
 

 In Favour      Not In Favour               Unsure of Issue               Undecided- but with  
                environmental concerns                                                                                                                                                                        
 
 

Issues raised included an overall degradation to the peaceful country atmosphere in the area, 
increased traffic, and the perceived inability of current road and water/drainage infrastructure 
to support new development. A few respondents mentioned concerns about tax rates and 
property value implications. 

Most respondents indicated there is high value in the green space and urban tree canopy within 
the area, and wanted to preserve and protect at least some natural assets (watersheds and 
walking trails). One email was explicitly specific to environmental concerns being addressed 
early and thoroughly.  

Those against the amendment wanted parcels to remain at minimum half an acre- but 
preferred one acre minimums.  

All respondents were supportive of secondary suites and carriage homes on any sized property 
anywhere in Quinsam Heights, and none opposed duplexes on main roads. Where more dense 
development (row housing and low-rise apartments) was supported, most indicated they would 
prefer it to be located only on main streets such as Petersen Rd and Willis Rd. 

4 2 1 1 
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SUMMARY OF VIRTUAL ENGAGEMENT SESSIONS
 

 

City of Campbell River 

A Summary of the Engagement Sessions 
held August 25th, 2020. 
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Summary of Virtual Engagement Sessions  
The following is a summary of the two virtual facilitated engagement sessions, using the Zoom platform, that were 
conducted with Quinsam Heights residents at 1:00pm and 7:00pm on August 25th, 2020. 

 
1. INTRODUCTIONS OF ATTENDEES 

 
1:00pm Session 
 Pat Maloney, Facilitator, Dillon Consulting Limited 
 Kristen Harder, Planner, Dillon Consulting Limited 
 Nicole Beuglet, Planner, Dillon Consulting Limited 
 Chris Osborne, Acting Manager, Planning, City of Campbell River 
 Janet Carmichael, Resident 
 Mike Franklin, Resident 
 Richard Stephens , Developer 
 Tony Smith, Resident  
 Tanya Gunn, Resident 

7:00pm Session 

 Pat Maloney, Facilitator, Dillon Consulting Limited 
 Kristen Harder, Planner, Dillon Consulting Limited 
 Chris Osborne, Acting Manager, Planning, City of Campbell River 
 Carrie Jeune , Resident 
 Marc Johnson, Resident 
 Frank & Colleen Maga, Residents 
 Paul Murphy, Resident  

 
2. PURPOSE OF SESSIONS  

The purpose of the sessions was to discuss the implications and opportunities with the potential removal of the 
“estate” designation in the OCP on a significant portion of the lands in Quinsam Heights. 
 
Due to COVID restrictions, in-person meetings were replaced with virtual meetings held via Zoom.  Residents received 
letters in the mail asking them to register, if interested, for a zoom time. Three time slots were made available with a 
fourth ready to be scheduled if needed.  Registration was lower than anticipated and only two sessions were 
conducted.    

 
3. BACKGROUND  

 
The Housing Growth Study completed in 2019 indicated that Campbell River will likely continue to grow by 1.1% per 
year, thereby requiring over 2,000 new housing units by 2030 to accommodate a population of just over 41,000 
people.  In addition, the City has now completed the Housing Needs Assessment.  It is recognized that this housing 
should include a variety of types, sizes, styles and price ranges and that at least 50% of all new housing units should be 
purpose-built rental housing.  The need for rental housing reflects the inability of lower wage earners to accumulate a 
downpayment to purchase a home and pass the mortgage stress test, the new thinking of younger generations that 
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home ownership may not be their financial goal and that people are mobile and may not have decided that Campbell 
River will be their “forever” home.  
 
The Housing Growth Study identified some of the established communities that are appropriate for infill development 
– Quinsam Heights being the priority community due to its proximity to: downtown, services, schools, transit, parks, 
trails, and existing infrastructure.   

 
4. DISCUSSION   

This section generally follows the questions that were provided in the Work Book.  
 

a. What is your connection to Quinsam Heights? 
 Only one of the participants does not live here. This participant is acting as a developer’s consultant, 

working on two properties with estate designation.  Owners have had their properties a very long time. 
Very attractive area for residential because it is close to Beaverlodge, ERT, small farms but close to the 
urban area.  The owners would like to conversion large acreages into mostly Single Family Detached (60 
foot frontages) with some multifamily.   

 All of the other participants live in Quinsam heights and have the following reasons for living here: 
 Loves the eclectic nature of the community, wide range of housing, relatively quiet, semi-rural, 

Changing rapidly from golf course development. 
 Golf Course and development, seen as advantageous in some respects but two sides to the coin. Quiet, 

moving from estate to neighbourhood will by design create additional traffic challenges. Keep some 
elements of the character while capitalizing on existing infrastructure. 

 Loves the rural nature. Proximity to services, close to highway if you want to get out of town.  
 Legacy estates, property backs on to greenspace and Beaver Lodge Lands. Concern is traffic, but is a 

nice place to live. 
 Likes being close to the highway, close to services downtown, close to Christian school.  
 Purchased in QH 12 years ago.  Loves it because it is close to town, close to schools, can have chickens. 
 Nice and quiet in Legacy estates, close to the hospital and stores. Good for retirement. 
 Born and raised, raise kids in a small school and close to downtown. 

 
b. What are the best qualities in Quinsam Heights? What makes it a great place to live? 

 Streams, trails, trees and greenspace should be preserved. 
 Eclectic area with great access to trials. 
 Diversity and the ability to walk down the street and get fresh eggs. 
 Great schools. 

 
c. Do you think housing affordability is an issue in Campbell River? 

 All participants agreed that affordability both in rental and purchase was an issue. 
 It was recognized that we need people to move here, work here, provide services, and raise their kids. 
 Realize the city needs a full range of housing for all incomes. 
 Needs to be more affordability. A larger and diverse population is good for the economy.  
 Property values have skyrocketed compared to when they originally moved here.  
 In the employment sector, as they are growing they need more people that can work. Good people have 

been hired into the community have to leave because they can’t find affordable or suitable housing (safe).  
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 Full range of housing is required for full range of incomes. Though it is hard to get onto the property ladder 
there is a lot of new apartment construction while people in older apartments will move to newer ones.  

 A trade-off is needed to provide enough housing - increased density or subsidy to cover the cost of 
developing housing. 

 Finding a rental or affordable home for people who are retiring is very difficult (0.4% vacancy rate). 
 Townhouses go for almost $500 000, but relative to other areas (mainland, Nanaimo) it is affordable.  
 Prices are all relative to what is going on around us, but they are fairly high.  
 Understand the challenge for people in Campbell River who would like to stay there but just cannot afford 

to get into the housing market.  
 People needing to leave the community for lack of affordable housing were not even minimum wage 

earners, people making $50-70,000 a year could not find anything to rent OR buy.  
 

d. Do you think that infill housing can be a good way to create more housing options for local residents? 
 Yes, it is viewed as a good investment. Less resources to develop than expanding the boundary.  
 Yes, give options to property owners but with policy that controls the infill.  
 There are good examples of new townhomes that are setback and grouped together.  
 If lots are big enough, there could be multiple units but not this development may not be appropriate on 

smaller estate lots. Maybe duplexes on those.   
 Some people bought large lots with the intent to subdivide, and when the Estate designation came in they 

were no longer able to do that.  The “estate” designation devalued their property. 
 Appreciate why the versatility of housing options is there – children cannot afford to live there but may be 

able to buy a duplex.  
 Would like to continue having a family neighbourhood. 
 Upgrades to some of the infrastructure may prevent some small developers from developing smaller 

parcels in a way that is financially viable.  
 Mix is already there – older mobile homes, detached dwellings. The thing that’s missing would be the 

apartment buildings.  
 OCP restricts to 3 storey – looks to preserve view west of the Mountains.  
 Apartment buildings – where they are located is critical, have potential to remove a view – main streets.  
 Infill and density are fine as long as issues are managed that support it. 
 Density should be managed. 
 Have to supply the demand that is driven by the attractiveness of the area (work, pleasure and retirement). 

 
e. What and where do you see opportunities to create infill development in Quinsam Heights? 

 Secondary suites for long term rentals (not AirBnB) can be a good thing especially in areas near hospitals 
and education facilities. 

 Carriage homes are better on larger lots – concerns about parking.   
 Peterson, Evergreen, and Wallis can support higher density housing there. 
 City will need to make sure that applications for uses match the long term vision of the area. 
 New duplexes on Peterson, that allowed for separate visitor parking and even with that it is busier than it 

should be given the type of road that it is.  
 Attendee that lives on south Peterson and won’t let kits walk to market – considered unsafe due to lack of 

sidewalks. Parking compounds that problem. 
 As infill happens and land is opened for development there will be large trucks and equipment going down 

these small roads (construction equipment). 
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 Buildings on Peterson should have been set back further and on bigger lots. Streets should be made wider 
before development begins.  

 High density should be closer to the street areas.  
 Detached homes will be the driver – not sure how developers will be encouraged to build other than 

detached for higher returns. Smaller lots on major roads you would be more likely to see a detached 
dwelling. Unsure if market research exists for the development of a row house/duplex. Single detach is a 
quick turnaround – develop the lot and sell it bare is more common than develop the lot and build the 
home (sell to individual builders). 

 Infrastructure is not keeping up to the lots they have – side roads are crumbling, parking problems, open 
ditches no storm drains, sidewalks are patch work. 

 Bareland strata may still be a preferred ownership option. 
 Apartment buildings may be appropriate in the right location (downhill, on the major roads). 

 
f. If the “estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what opportunities do you see? 

 A variety in housing and development is good but it needs to be regulated so there is some thought to 
where and how they are placed. Style of homes, and greenspace matter. Rules to maintain the feel of the 
neighbourhood but also allow for development.  

 Variety can be had in such odd ways, it can be unpredictable and it would be nice to have some control on 
new development.  

 
g. If the “estate” designation were to be taken off Quinsam Heights, what would you concerns be? 

 Traffic, retain diversity and eclectic housing, landscaping and tree retention. 
 

h. What kind of residential development would you support in Quinsam Heights?  The participants were 
specifically asked about purpose built rental housing. 
 The City does need both kinds – higher density using services available, and with 0% vacancy rate it is a 

need.  
 Close to main streets, distanced from existing neighbourhoods.  
 Depends on what the neighbours do. If the neighbours build a higher density, then they will develop 

accordingly.  
 Rentals do have a reputation for not being treated as well, but there may be something to say that 

beautiful rental housing is kept beautiful because people have pride in where they live.  
 Not sure if apartment buildings would be appropriate in Quinsam.  
 Architectural design guidelines and controls can allow for density and new housing but with rules that help 

make sure they still fit in.  
 It was generally agreed that rental as a form of tenure is not an issue if it is fairly high quality and the 

management is strong. 

 
i. If you own your property, would you consider subdividing your lot? 

 Depends on what the neighbours do. If the neighbours build a higher density, then they will develop 
accordingly.  

 Several owners would like to subdivide off portions of their large lots. 
 1.5 acres divided by a road – the cost of subdivision will not make it worthwhile to sell. Very expensive for a 

single property owner to do any sort of development.  
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 Daunting for an owner to do the subdivision and the costs are prohibitive (road upgrade, underground 
power etc). Suggest the City reduces the standards to make it more affordable. 

 
j. If infill development occurs in Quinsam Heights, what controls or regulations should be required to retain 

elements of community character? 
 Access to emergency services should be a consideration for higher density but there is infrastructure 

(hospitals etc.) in place. 
 Ensure that whatever is built is attractive (not only placed in good location) but should blend in, have 

character.  
 Height restrictions are important. 
 Landscaping and protection of existing natural resources is important. 
 Architectural guidelines – not too rigid but with some material guidelines. 
 One recent subdivision the developer has created boulevards and some building guidelines.  
 Laneways are not typically developed. 
 Still an automobile centric community so the housing types reflect that. 
 Privacy issues were not considered to be too significant. 
 Nothing higher than 2 storeys. 
 Keeping trees and planting trees to soften bigger developments. 
 Catchment pond in Legacy is both functional and an amenity. 

 
k. Other general comments 

 Crime – there is a homeless camp nearby that is causing concerns. 
 Any increased density will lead to more crime or shift in ownership but if it is managed it can be offset.  
 Lots near the golf course aren’t selling. 
 “Pepper potting” – make sure you don’t create enclaves. No designated area for rental. 
 Keep a variety of styles and types of housing - not row after row of the same thing.  
 Golf course development will have a major impact regardless. 
 Increased traffic projections – will there be traffic calming?  
 House prices are protected regardless of density.  
 Significant to recognize the greenway corridor (ERT) road and enhance that corridor. Connection between 

Beaver Lodge Lands, downtown, and the community.  
 Concern about what the tax implications will be if the estate designation is removed. 
 Safe way for people to walk, pedestrian corridors – no sidewalks make it unsafe. 
 Concerns about the existing infrastructure were raised – mostly overland drainage and open ditches and 

road conditions and lack of sidewalks. 
 With the removal from the Estate designation, they are just reinstating what was. Which was done at the 

detriment of current owners. 
 With the requirement of such expensive road upgrades, higher density can help pay for road upgrades that 

can make opportunities for density easier and more affordable for current owners. 
 Going back with a system to enable development and a vision but also reducing the requirements for 

owners that wish to densify their lots.  
 Questions about how fast the development might happen in Quinsam – will be market driven. 
 Has the city been making exceptions to the OCP to enable development in that area - No exceptions have 

been made to the OCP, one application currently contingent on the approval of this process. Symptomatic 
of the housing market making it more viable. 
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 Communications from the City has been good over the last year. 
 Encourage developers to create developments on a lease to own basis. 
 All stakeholders are supportive of removing the estate designation. 
 Supportive of anything that can bring development costs down. 

 
5. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS  

Participants were told that the public hearing, most likely, will be scheduled for late September. It is unclear yet if the 
meeting will be in person or virtual or a hybrid.  They have the opportunity to speak or write a letter/email to the City.  
 
Should the Council give third and final reading to the bylaw amendment and remove the “estate” designation, it is 
likely that they City staff will be directed to develop additional regulations for future development.  

 


